ZIRKON travellers

The traveller finish with outstanding properties
ZIRKON – the HiTech coating with outstanding properties for highest performance combined with long traveller life

ZIRKON – this novel ceramic coating was developed for the compact spinning system to reach long traveller life at highest spinning speeds. For new compact spinning installations ZIRKON travellers are highly profitable. Traveller life over 1’000 hours is reachable.

Description
- Ceramic coating, applied with the most sophisticated technology
- ZIRKON sets new benchmarks regarding traveller speeds and traveller life

Advantage
- three times higher traveller life compared to regular travellers at highest speeds is possible
- reduction of machine down-time thanks to less frequent traveller changes

Application
- for installations with potential for high speeds
- highly automated spinning mills with long machines
- use ZIRKON travellers only on TITAN rings
- for new compact spinning installations

Traveller life

ZIRKON – the HiTech finish with outstanding performance properties.